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Session 12: How to Get to Interoperability 
Welcome to the Center for Leading Innovation and Collaboration’s Insights to Inspire 2021 - Informatics: The Journey of 
Interoperability. My name is Adam Wilcox and I am from the University of Washington. And thanks, as always, to the 
Clinical and Translational Science Awards program. 

Objective – I am going to talk about how to get to interoperability. The objective to identifying potential steps/ actions 
for hubs to achieve consortium wide informatics research interoperability. Interoperability is a big thing and we've been 
working on it for decades. So I don't expect you to understand everything about how to get to interoperability in the 
next 10 to 15 minutes. You'll get some understanding of the issues and what can be done to advance towards 
interoperability. Specifically, I'm going to talk about: 

• What is interoperability? 
• What are the steps to get to interoperability?  
• How do the common metrics support interoperability as a tool that can be helpful to hubs and sites. 

Definition of Interoperability - This is the same definition that was used in the Language of Informatics webcast.  
“Interoperability - is “the ability of two or more systems to  

exchange health information and use the information once it's received.” 
– Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology 

And that's what we'll be talking about specifically here. It's important to note, there's two parts to this. It's not just to 
have the information sent, but have it be sent in a way that can be used easily.  
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So a good way to think about this is if I wanted to share with you 
some chocolate chip cookies, there's different ways that I could do 
that.  

1) One thing I could do is I could share with you a recipe.  
2) I can also share with you the ingredients that then you 

could put together and make the cookies,  
3) Or I could actually share with you a basket of cookies. 

Each of these are examples of sharing, but in terms of what's shared and the burden for each, both the person sharing 
and the person receiving is a little different for each one. And the effect may be a little different for each one.  

So in terms of sharing data, kind of a similar way to look at this is that I can:  

1) Give shared data by giving you access to my system where 
you can then go in and look for the data and find it and see 
it.  

2) Or I could send (exchange) data to you from my database to 
yours,  

3) Or I could send the data from my database to yours in a way 
that you can easily consume it, that works within your 
system (interoperability). 

Let me walk through a specific example, a common need for interoperability is allergies.  

1) Access: So again, one way data could be shared is that you could query a site, select a patient and review the 
record to see the patient's allergies, so that data is accessible. And if you can navigate to that, you can use that 
information, but it's not as useful or not as easy to get to as… 

2) Data exchange where the data would be flowing from one data system to the other. From my own EHR, I could 
look at the discharge summary or others text report for the patient that may have their allergy information. So 
it's a little easier, I don't have to step out and use a different system to find the information.  

3) But the last one is kind of what we're really looking for – interoperability. Allergy information is sent directly 
from another site to my system. And then that data is stored in a way and structured in a way that could actually 
be used by my decision support application or used in a drug allergy alert. 

Requirement for Interoperability - And that's what we're really looking for in terms of the benefits of interoperability. 
Now, as I've thought about what you really need for interoperability and looking at these different levels I think I've 
come up with four things that are probably easiest to think about in terms of what's needed.  

1) Agreement and access - So first of all, you have to have some agreement of who's going to access the data and 
what data you're going to share. So kind of the governance aspects of it, but you need to be willing to share that 
data under circumstances that everyone can agree on and is appropriate. 

2) Data Exchange - And then the second thing for interoperability is you have to have the data exchanging. So you 
have to have to be interoperable it actually has to move from one system to the other, but it can't, it can't stop 
there. That's just exchange. 

3) Shared Data Model - It also has to come across in a shared data model so that the person receiving the data can 
actually use it in an appropriate way. But then if it just comes across in a shared data model, but I'm not using it 
in any different way than I would have been became just the text report, that's not, interoperability either. 
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4) Applications that can use the data – have to actually have an application on my side that uses the shared data 
model toward some purpose. Yeah, I'm a big fan of maturity models. And so I've actually looked at different 
maturity models around interoperability and within the technology 
space, there's quite a bit.  

Maturity Models for Interoperability - So I'm showing on the right side a review 
that was done about interoperability, maturity models, a survey and 
comparison of different ones.  
They identified three and these three were general technology interoperability 
issues, which are relatively similar in terms of the data needing to be flowing 
across and those data needing to be in a format that's useful for the other 
applications, but there's also other interoperability models specific to health.  

So I'm showing two here. One is the national e-health Transition Authority 
Interoperability Framework in Australia where they developed 
a maturity model about levels of being able to have health 
data be interoperable, and the Measure Evaluation Health 
Information Systems Interoperability Maturity Toolkit has a 
model and this is actually just one component and it extends 
across a lot more domains than just technology. This is one 
component where they show maturity levels about what how 
data can be exchanged in an interoperable way. So each of 
these models are at varying levels of complexity and varying 
levels of detail. 

I'm not going to go through choosing between all of them or 
all the levels of detail. This is more for your reference so that 
you can see the different scales according to what 
interoperability is. But then again the best way I can think about it is: Can you access the data? Can you exchange the 
data? Or is it actually fully interoperable? That's probably the simplest way to do it, but there are a lot more details that 
people have gone through and describing interoperability. 

The common metrics that have been developed across the 
CTSA consortium around interoperability are related to 
that previous requirements for interoperability slide that I 
showed you, but they focus heavily on the shared data 
model. They address two parts of that shared data model. 

1) First, they define a common data model that gives 
clarity about how the data are actually stored, 
which is really important for the tools that retrieve 
that data 

2) And second, they define how the data are 
represented. This is really important for integrating 
the data together and for the tools that will 
eventually use them.  
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In summary, by having these common metrics about interoperability, hubs can understand how ready they are for using 
data across their sites, which will allow different applications or uses of those shared data. And you can retrieve 
information about these common metrics from the Informatics Common Metric Operational Guideline, which were 
updated just a few months ago. So again, this was just intended to be an introduction to the issues of interoperability 
and where you can go for more information and how the common metrics can help you with those. 

Takeaway Points: 

1) Interoperability allows hubs to share data across sites in a more useful way again, how they use it is important. 
It's not just sending the information, it's making sense of the way data can be used.  

2) There's many factors related to interoperability and things needed to make interoperability successful. And I 
kind of identified some of those issues.  

3) And then the Informatics Common Metric regarding clinical data availability and completeness gives measures 
of interoperability for hubs. And those measures can help them determine strategies for improving data 
interoperability, knowing where you are and where those hubs are, and where the other sites within your 
network are in terms of the ability to share data is important. 

We encourage you to view the following webcasts as they provide foundational information for the rest of the series.  

Session 1 – Introduction to Insights to Inspire 
Session 2 – Language of Informatics 
Session 3 – Introduction to Informatics  
Session 4 – Introduction to Maturity Models 
Session 5 – Importance of Interoperability 

After that, please view the remaining webcasts in the order of your choice. The webcasts are available on the CLIC 
website: https://clic-ctsa.org/ or you can access them by searching CLIC_CTSA on Vimeo or YouTube.  

Thank you for viewing Session 12 – How to Get to Interoperability.  
Please join us for the rest of the Informatics: The Journey to Interoperability series. 
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